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The first edition of The Buckingham
Journal of Education is focussed
on curriculum. The authors
range across its history, design,
development, impact and social
implications. Overall, the articles
present an eclectic mix of thinkers
and their thinking on education.

Print ISSN			2633-4909
Digital ISSN			2633-4917
Subscription Type		

Open Access

Website			 http://www.ubplj.org/index.php/TBJE
No. of issues per year

2

Subject			Education
Editor				Dr Max Coates,
				Senior Lecturer, UCL

The Denning Law Journal is a general,
peer-refereed legal journal that
publishes original articles that seek
to promote the values cherished
by Lord Denning.
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Open Access

Website			 http://www.ubplj.org/index.php/dlj
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1
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Editor				Dr Sarah Sargent,
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The aim of The Journal of Gambling
Business and Economics is to be
relevant to a wide range of parties,
from academics to policy-makers
to those involved in the business
and commercial side of betting
and gaming.

Print ISSN			1751 8008
Digital ISSN			1751 8008
Subscription Type		

Subscription

Website			 http://www.ubplj.org/index.php/jgbe
No. of issues per year

3

Subject			Economics
Editor				Leighton Vaughan Williams,
				
Professor of Economics and Finance,
				NTU

The journal is produced by the
Humanities department of the
University of Buckingham and
focussing on wide ranging research
on language and linguistics.

Print ISSN			1957-9821
Digital ISSN			1957-9821
Subscription Type		

Open Access

Website			 http://www.ubplj.org/index.php/bjll
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1

Subject			Humanities
Editor				Professor Graeme Davis,
				Professorial Research Fellow

The International Journal of PersonCentered Medicine is dedicated to
the development of the theory
and practice of Person-Centered
Medicine. All aspects of PCM
and multi-disciplinary personcentered clinical care are therefore
of interest to the Journal.

Print ISSN			2043 7749
Digital ISSN			2043 7749
Subscription Type		

Subscription

Website			 http://ijpcm.org/index.php/IJPCM
No. of issues per year

4

Subject			Medical
Editor				Juan Mezzich,
				Professor and Director, ICPCM

The International Journal of Maritime
Engineering provides a forum for
the reporting and discussion on
technical and scientific issues
associated with the design and
construction of commercial
marine vessels. Contributions in
the form of papers and notes,
together with discussion on
published papers are welcomed.

Print ISSN			1479-8751
Digital ISSN			1479-8751
Subscription Type		

Subscription

Website			 http://www.ubplj.org/index.php/ijme
No. of issues per year

4

Subject			Engineering
Editor				Professor David Andrews,
				
Professor of Engineering Design, UCL

The journal will be a general
journal publishing articles on every
aspect of the study of prediction
markets. The journal is aimed
at academics and students of
business, finance, economics and
the social sciences, and all those
with an interest in the operation
of markets and market efficiency
more generally.

Print ISSN			1750 676X
Digital ISSN			1750 676X
Subscription Type		

Subscription

Website			 http://www.ubplj.org/index.php/jpm
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3

Subject			Economics
Editor				Leighton Vaughan Williams,
				
Professor of Economics and Finance,
				NTU

The Journal of Medical Education
Research is an open access journal
publishing original peer-reviewed
research articles in relation
to the training of healthcare
professionals,
in
particular
undergraduate education.
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Digital ISSN			2634-4483
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Open Access
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				Senior Clinical Lecturer

